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Welcome and Agenda 
 
(Documents: Shareholder List; Meeting Agenda) 
 
The Chair, Paolo Vettolani, welcomed the members and pointed out the new participants: the future 
Project Manager Wolfgang Wild, the legal advisor Bernd Röben, the Deputy Delegate for NWO 
(Netherlands) Jacco Vink and the deputy observer for Slovenia, Serguei Vorobiov. A round of introduction 
followed. 
 
Wolfgang Wild introduced himself and announced that he will start with CTAO in September 2017. He 
worked on the construction of the European part of ALMA for the past 10 years. He expressed that he was 
hopeful for the Council’s support as he works to push the CTA project forward. 
 

Report from the Administrative and Finance Committee (AFC) 
 
The AFC Chair, James Botha, presented the following recommendations from the AFC: 

• to approve the PCGC report “170529_PCGC_Annual_Report_2016_no29b-2017”,  

• to adopt the procedure for accepting in-kind contribution personnel as discussed during the AFC 
meeting, 

• to not change the Articles of Association before external advice on the transfer of assets into the 
final legal entity is available.  

 

Presentation of the Paper “Science with CTA” 
 
(Document: Presentation of the Paper “Science with CTA”) 
 
Project Scientist, Jim Hinton, informed the Council that the CTA Consortium is about to publish the paper 

“Science with CTA.” The document covers CTA’s key science goals in 200 pages and will be published on the 

arXiv server in late July. Hard copies will be available for 40US$. 

The Council congratulated the Consortium for this achievement. 

 
CTAO gGmbH Report 
  
Managing Director, Ulrich Straumann, informed the Council about the status of the current gGmbH 
organisation and personnel, the Memorandum of Understanding (in particular, the status of the French 
contribution), the ESFRI evaluation and the resumption of the Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee 
(STAC). He also presented an optimistic schedule for the MoU threshold, infrastructure completion, 
beginning of construction and the final legal entity is established. 
 
The CTA Cost Book was discussed as it relates to the Expressions of Interest and IKRC agreements. A cost 
estimate has been in place for two years and there is no expectation that there will be large shifts in 
technical costs for the final cost book, but a small increase is expected for those items (insurance, 
transportation, personnel shifts, etc.) that are not well-defined. 
 

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/170308_CTAO_Shareholder-list_no45-2017.pdf
https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/10th%20Council%20Meeting%20(11-12%20July%202017)%20%C2%B7%20CTA%20-%20Indico%20(Indico).pdf
https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/20170511-PCGC-Report-2016_no29b-2017-signed.pdf
https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/SciencewithCTA_Hinton.pdf


 
 

    

 

 

In response to whether the schedule conforms with the Business Plan, Straumann replied that the Business 
Plan would be updated to account for the foundation of an ERIC. The ESFRI evaluation results will be 
provided by the end of 2017 / the beginning of 2018.  

 
Technical Progress 
 
(Document: Technical Progress Status) 
 
The Managing Director, Ulrich Straumann, presented the status of the individual telescope and camera 
types, site investigations and the layouts of the arrays. He reported that there have been delays in 
obtaining construction permits on La Palma but that the building permit for the LST has been provided to 
the University of Tokyo, while the other three LST telescopes will be provided to the Instituto de Astrofisica 
de Canarias (IAC). He also informed he Council that the procurement for the southern hemisphere array 
will be done through the European Southern Observatory (ESO). Procurement for infrastructure 
construction is planned to start mid-2018. 
 

Consortium Report 
 
(Document: Consortium Report) 
 
CTA Consortium (CTAC) Board Chair, Jürgen Knödlseder, reported on the current membership and 
composition of the CTA Consortium: 32 countries, 92 parties, 208 institutes and 1,402 members (480 FTE). 
He reported that at the Rio Consortium Meeting in May 2017, Werner Hofmann was re-elected as 
spokesperson of the CTAC. A new CTAC MoU is in draft and is aiming for approval by November 2017. He 
also provided updates on the Speakers and Publications Office and Science Working Group activities, 
including the very successful Analysis and Simulation Working Group boot camp and the upcoming Data 
Challenge. He also clarified that CTAO has been supporting CTAC and an MoU between the two groups is 
planned. The Council thanked CTAC for their great amount of work. 
 

Report on ERIC 

Dirk Steinbach, Assistant to the Vice-Chair, reported on the on-going negotiations between the Italian and 
German ministries concerning the possible implementation of a CTA ERIC. The Vice-Chair, Beatrix Vierkorn-
Rudolf, clarified that non-EU countries, as well as ESO, can be members of an ERIC. The Council encouraged 
the Italian shareholders to invite the other ministries soon and to send a draft of the statutes to the 
Council. 

Headquarters Hosting Agreement Status 
 
The Managing Director, Ulrich Straumann, reported that he recently received an updated draft of the 
Headquarters Hosting Agreement from INAF and that it had been uploaded for the Council’s review. 

  

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/TechProgress_Straumann.pdf
https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/CTACReport_Knodlseder.pdf


 
 

    

 

 

PCGC Report 
 
(Document: 2016 PCGC Report) 
 
Council confirms that the 2016 Public Corporate Governance Code (PCGC) Report meets the requirements 
of Art 33 AoA and ratified the publishing thereof to the CTA public website Governance page. 
 

Procedure for Seconding Personnel to CTAO gGmbH 
 
CTAO Legal Officer, Bernd Röben, presented the proposed secondment procedure to Council. There were 
discussions concerning the impact to in-kind contributions and voting rights, resulting in approval of the 
procedure with some changes to the process for personnel searches and the agreement language. 

 

In-Kind Contribution (IKC) Framework 
 
The In-Kind Review Committee (IKRC) Chair, Richard Schilizzi, provided a draft IKC framework for review 
and proposed that the current version be sent to the CTA Project Committee (composed of convenors from 
technical work packages) for comments. The Council took note of the framework but opened a discussion 
about the necessity of the IKC Agreement. The decision was to keep both documents separate for now but 
with the following actions: IKRC Chair and future Project Manager to review draft framework together then 
submit to AFC, which will have an extraordinary meeting to address the IKC and EoI. The resulting 
framework is requested to be made available three weeks before the 11th Council meeting in November 
2017. 
 
Expression of Interest (EoI) 
 
The In-Kind Review Committee (IKRC) Chair, Richard Schilizzi, presented the IKRC plan for the call for EoI. 
The call would be for a specific number of telescope products – a separate call for software and central 
instrumentation would follow at a later date. He then detailed the required information in the responses 
from the consortia of institutes and associated Shareholders, as well as the process for the 
managerial/technical coordination of the IKC and their evaluation by CTAO management. 
 

Any Other Business 
 
The Council was informed that an ethics advisor is needed for the CTA-DEV grant.  
 
The date of the next Council meeting will be: 
14-15 November: Bologna (changed from La Palma) 

 
 

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/CTA_Observatory/Shared%20Documents/Tenth%20Council%20Session%2011.07.17/20170511-PCGC-Report-2016_no29b-2017-signed.pdf
https://www.cta-observatory.org/about/governance

